A fast hybrid method combining the reciprocity theorem with high frequency approximation algorithm is presented to deal with the problem of the monostatic scattering from a two-dimensional (2D) plasma-coated target above a one-dimensional (1D) Gaussian rough surface illuminated by the tapered incident wave. Without numerical solution of the polarization currents on the target and the surface, this hybrid method does not only save computer resources but also improve the computing speed significantly in contrast to the numerical methods. The hybrid method based on equivalent principle and reciprocity theorem, which is an improved and generalized version of the traditional multipath technique, can deal with the interactions between plasma-coated target and underlying surface much more accurately. Numerical results are given to verify the validity of the hybrid method, and then the hybrid method is employed to investigate the monostatic scattering from a plasma-coated airfoil above a Gaussian rough surface, including the effects of several key parameters on stealth performance, such as plasma angular frequency and electron collision frequency.
Introduction
With the rapid development of modern military electronic technology, the stealth performance becomes very important for the military target design. Existing target stealth technologies tend to make use of special aircraft shapes or of microwave-absorbing coatings, in order to reduce the radar cross-section (RCS) of the target. However, there are situations where these techniques may not be effective, such as the use of a wide range of frequencies in radar [1, 2] . Plasma, which has a complex dielectric constant, can be used as a good absorber of electromagnetic (EM) waves over a wide range of frequencies and the plasma stealth has thus been used widely in military and space technology for its several advantages, exhibiting high attenuation over a large bandwidth and offering the possibility of being switched on and off at will by controlling the characteristic parameters of plasma properly.
In the past decades, study of EM waves scattering from target coated with plasma layers has received much attention, because of the complex influences of plasma on scattering response characteristics, which is of great potential in plasma stealth. Although the scattering from the plasma-coated target only is much needed and studied, the composite scattering from a plasma-coated target above a randomly rough surface is still important and should be carefully focused on because the radar echo information is mingled with much clutter of the complex environment, such as soil, sea surface, and even sands, which make the information extraction of target more difficult. For single rough surface scattering, analytical methods such as the Kirchhoff approximation (KA) [3] and small-perturbation method (SPM) [4] are often utilized. Considering the complicated interactions between the target and the rough surface, it is not easy to study the scattering of such composite model using these analytical approximation methods. A four-path model [5, 6] and modeexpansion method [7] have been employed by researchers to study the composite scattering. So many robust numerical methods and high frequency methods have been developed to deal with the problem of bistatic scattering from the composite model. Popular techniques such as method of moments (MoM) [8] [9] [10] , finite element method (FEM) [11] , and finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) [12] method are commonly used to study EM scattering from 2D target above 1D rough surface. To improve the efficiency of the classic 2 International Journal of Antennas and Propagation approach, several integral equation-based techniques have been proposed, such as multiple sweep method of moments (MSMM) [13] , multilevel UV method [14] , fast multipole method (FMM) [15] , and generalized forward-backward method (GFBM) [16] , as well as its extensions GFBM/SAA [17] and GFBM/EPILE [18, 19] . They all obtain the interactions between targets and rough surface by solving the Maxwell equations exactly. Besides pure numerical techniques, many studies have also contributed to the popularity and feasibility of hybrid analytical-numerical methods. In the territory of composite scattering from target and rough surface, MoM/SPM [20] , KA-MoM [21] , PO-MM [22] , and EPILE-FBSA-PO2 [23] have been proposed to model the interactions between target and the underlying rough (sea) surface. It is worth mentioning that a recent published article [24] proposed another method to solve efficiently this kind of problem from PILE-PO based on MoM. It is interesting that, unlike [21, 22] , PILE-PO can deal effectively with the fields scattered by a target below a rough surface due to the advantage of PILE method. PILE-PO is suitable for computing the field scattered by two targets, one of which is not directly illuminated. For instance, the scattering from a coated target, from a stack of two rough interfaces of infinite lengths separating homogeneous media (rough layer), or from a perfectly conducting target below a rough surface of infinite length and PILE-PO can be used to accelerate the calculation of the local interactions on the nonilluminated scatterer. These hybrid analytical-numerical methods based on MoM shown above can accelerate the computation greatly and hold certain accuracy under some conditions. Most of them only present examples of a perfectly conducting target above a rough (sea) surface. The hybrid FE-BI-KA method [25] , which combines the KA with the hybrid finite elementboundary integral (FE-BI) method, is presented to consider bistatic scattering from a coated target above a rough sea surface. In this paper, a fast hybrid strategy combining the reciprocity theorem with high frequency approximation algorithm is presented to simulate the monostatic EM scattering from a plasma-coated target above a dielectric rough surface. This method, which makes it possible for physical optics (PO) to be used in composite scattering problems, improves the computing speed compared to the classical numerical methods, while retaining certain accuracy under some conditions. The bistatic scattering from a homogenous target over a rough surface has been studied frequently [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , whereas investigations on the monostatic scattering from a coated target over a dielectric rough surface have been paid little attention and not been fully discussed for the enormous computer resources and computation time. This is the main motive that drives the research on more powerful strategy.
The present work in this paper serves as a further extension of our previous study [25] [26] [27] [28] . More attention has been given to dealing with the homogenous target in most of our previous studies except for [25] . The hybrid method presented in this paper could handle scattering problems involving an inhomogeneous target above a rough surface and, unlike [25] , the main focus of our paper is on the study of the monostatic scattering, which has more practical significance than the bistatic scattering [25] in radar target detection. Moreover, in this paper, a tapered incident plane wave is chosen instead of a plane wave to avoid artificial edge diffraction resulting from the finite length of the simulated rough surface and the multiple scattering up to 3rd order was considered to make the results more believable. This paper is organized as follows. The theoretical formulation of the hybrid method for calculating composite scattering from a plasma-coated target and rough surface is introduced in the second section. In the third section, the validation of hybrid method is verified and the numerical results of the composite model are discussed for several key parameters of plasma, such as electron collision frequency, plasma angular frequency, and the thickness of plasma layer. The fourth section ends with the conclusions of this paper and recommendations for further investigation in this topic. The basic geometry of EM scattering from a plasmacoated target above a 1D Gaussian rough surface is shown in Figure 1 , where the plasma-coated target studied in this paper is a simplified scale model of an airfoil. The conducting airfoil has the cross-section ( = 0) of the NASA almond [29] with length 1 = 1 m. A layer of plasma coating surrounds the airfoil within a boundary, which is also defined by the cross-section of NASA almond with length 2 . The airfoil structure is positioned at height above a truncated rough surface with the length of . The rough surface profiles used in the study are realizations of a Gaussian random process and for simplicity are chosen to have an isotropic Gaussian correlation function. The resulting surface statistics are described completely by the surface (root-mean-square, rms) height and correlation length . Figure 2 illustrates the scattering mechanisms considered in the multipath model. Path (a) is a standard monostatic scattering path for the direct backscattered field from the rough interface, which is denoted by E 1 . Path (b) is for the direct backscattered field denoted by E 2 from the target calculated as though it is located in free space. Path (c) is for the second order (2nd order) backscattered field, namely, International Journal of Antennas and Propagation Then, the total backscattered field can be written as
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Computation of the Primary Backscattered Field.
In the paper, the problem is assumed to be 2D and the scalar equations may be used. However, it is convenient to deduce the vectorial formulations for 3D problem in the future, the equations in this paper are introduced the vectorial operators instead of scalar operators. The time dependence is set to be − in our paper. Then the taper incident field applied can be written as
where
is the taper factor and denotes the incident angle. The incident magnetic field can be expressed as
Assume the radius of curvature at each rough surface point is much larger than the wavelength of the incident wave, which means that the correlation length and the rms (root-meansquare) height of the rough surface conform to > 6, 2 > 2.76 , respectively. For horizontal polarization, using PO method, the surface equivalent electric and magnetic currents density J 1 , M 1 induced by the incident wave in the absence of the target can be expressed as
where the lower indexes " " indicate these vectors are related to the rough surface.̂and 1 are the unit normal vector and the Fresnel reflection coefficient of the rough interface, respectively.̂is the incident wave vector. It is noteworthy that the surface currents will vanish when some segments of the rough surface or the target are not illuminated by the incident wave. In Figure 3 , it is given that the rough surface has been divided into segments. In segment 2,̂⋅̂< 0 shows segment 2 can be illuminated by the incident wave and̂⋅̂> 0 in segment 3 indicates it could not be illuminated by the incident wave. In other words, segment 3 is one of the shadow zones and the corresponding surface currents density J 1 , M 1 is zero. Then E 1 , the backscattered field from the rough surface shown in Figure 2 (a), can be given by Huygens' Principle as
Here is the unit dyad. 
where the lower indexes " " indicate these vectors are related to the plasma-coated target.̂is the unit normal vector of the target. In order to simplify this problem, we suppose the face of the plasma-coated airfoil illuminated by the incident wave as a plane face and the Fresnel reflection coefficient 2 may be solved approximately by the closed-form formula proposed by Kong [30] .
Computation of the Coupling Backscattered Field.
The computation of the coupling scattered field between the plasma-coated target and the underlying rough surface is the greatest challenge in the problem. The rough surface is always approximate to a flat reflector with the Fresnel reflection coefficient taking into account the roughness of the rough surface for calculating the coupling scattered fields in the traditional four-path technique [5] which may cause inaccurate calculation results. In this paper, the reciprocity theorem is employed to evaluate the rescattered coupling interaction between the plasma-coated target and the rough surface. The formulations to calculate the coupling scattered fields for horizontal polarization are shown in the following. When the coated target is illuminated by line currents source J and M placed at the back-far-zone observation point 0 , the corresponding scattered fields E 2 and H 2 on the rough surface can be calculated by PO combining with the Huygens' Principle. When the target is illuminated by J shown in Figure 4 (a), the surface equivalent electric and magnetic currents can be written as J 2 and M 2 and the corresponding scattered fields of J 2 and M 2 can be denoted by E 2 = E 21 + E 21 . After a careful derivation, the scattered fields E 2 on the rough surface can be written as
here, 1 (1) (⋅) is the first-order Hankel function of the one kind. Notably, subscripts " " and " " denote target and rough surface, respectively:
When the target is illuminated by M shown in Figure 4 (b), the surface equivalent electric and magnetic currents can be written as J 2 and M 2 , which are the corresponding scattered fields of J 2 and M 2 that can be denoted by
After a careful derivation, the scattered fields H 2 ( ) on the rough surface can be written as
International Journal of Antennas and Propagation According to the reciprocity theorem [26, 30] , we havê
Here, the unit horizontal polarization vectorŷ and vertical polarization vectorq are related byq =k ×ŷ; the electric current source J =ŷ ( − 0 ) and magnetic current source M = −q ( − 0 ) were placed at the back-far-zone observation point 0 .
Then substituting (7) and (9) into (10) enables them to be written aŝ
After obtaining E 12 and H 12 , one of the 2nd orders monostatic scattering, the "surface-target" backscattered fields E 12 = E 12 + E 12 (shown in Figure 2 (c)) can be obtained where the relation E 12 = − 0k × Η 12 has been used. Here, 0 is the wave impedance in the free space. Similarly, when the underlying surface is illuminated by J , M , the corresponding scattered fields E 1 and H 1 on the rough surface can be also calculated by PO combined with the Huygens' Principle. When the target is illuminated by J shown in Figure 5(a) , the surface equivalent electric and magnetic currents can be written as J 1 and M 1 . The corresponding scattered fields of J 1 and M 1 can be denoted by E 1 = E 12 + E 12 . After a careful derivation, the scattered fields E 1 on the rough surface can be written as 6 International Journal of Antennas and Propagation
When the target is illuminated by M shown in Figure 5 (b), the surface equivalent electric and magnetic currents can be written as J 1 and M 1 . The corresponding scattered fields of J 1 and M 1 can be denoted by H 1 ( ) = H 12 ( ) + H 12 ( ). After a careful derivation, the scattered fields H 2 ( ) on the rough surface can be written as
According to the reciprocity theorem, we havê
Then substituting (12) and (14) into (15) enables these two equations above to be written aŝ
Then, the "target-surface" coupling backscattered fields E 21 shown in Figure 2 (d) can be obtained as
where the relation E 21 = − 0k × Η 21 has been used. Taking the scattered field of E from underlying rough surface as the incident field to illuminate the coated target, we can evaluate the equivalent surface electric and magnetic currents density J 12 = (1 − 2 )E 1 ( ) ×̂on the target by PO. Based on the reciprocity theorem, we havê
International Journal of Antennas and Propagation By using this technique, one of the 3rd order monostatic scattering E 121 , named as "surface-target-surface" backscattered fields shown in Figure 2 (e), can be given as E 121 = E 121 + E 121 , where the relation E 121 = − 0k × Η 121 has been used.
Similarly, taking the scattered field of E from the coated target as the incident field to illuminate the underlying rough surface, we can evaluate the equivalent surface electric and magnetic currents density J 21 and M 21 on the rough surface by PO. Based on the reciprocity theorem, we havê
So the "target-surface-target" coupling backscattered fields E 212 shown in Figure 2 (f)) can be gotten as E 212 = E 212 + E 212 where the relation E 212 = − 0k × Η 212 has been used.
It is usual to pay more attention to the 2nd order scattering, which is always treated as the total coupling interactions in previous research. Since Paths (c) and (d) shown in Figure 2 are identical under time reversal, their contributions are equal, which indicates that the 2nd order monostatic scattered field can be expressed as 2 × E 12 or 2 × E 21 . However, it is found that Path (e) and (f) shown in Figure 2 are not identical, so it needs to calculate E 121 and E 212 , respectively.
Using (4)- (5), (10), (15) , and (17)- (20), the total scattered field of the composite model can be written aŝ
+ŷ ⋅ E 12 +ŷ ⋅ E 121 +ŷ ⋅ E 212 =ŷ ⋅ E 1 +ŷ ⋅ E 2 + 2 ×ŷ ⋅ E 21 +ŷ ⋅ E 121 +ŷ ⋅ E 212 . 
The Computation of the Monostatic Scattering Coefficient.
The incident power received by the composite model is obtained by integrating over from −∞ to ∞:
On integration,
The power scattered by the composite model is obtained by
The monostatic scattering coefficient ( ) is defined so that
giving
With given by (22), we have
Putting (21) in (27) , the monostatic scattering coefficient (MSC) of the composite model can be computed. 
Method Verification
In this section, we evaluate the accuracy of the proposed hybrid method by MoM and FDTD. Firstly, the hybrid method is verified by MoM when dealing with the problem of scattering from a PEC target above a dielectric surface. Figure 6 compares the MSC of a PEC cylinder and the underlying dielectric Gaussian rough surface calculated by using hybrid method with that by using MoM. Both the relevant parameters of the target and rough surface, such as radius and height of the cylinder ( and ), the surface dielectric permittivity ( 1 ), the rms ( ), and the correlation length ( ) of the rough surface, are measured in incident wavelength , which are all given in the textbox of the figure. The Gaussian rough surface is created by 20 Monte Carlo realizations in the following numerical simulations. From the curves in Figure 6 , it is obvious that the result obtained by hybrid method with the multiple scattering up to 3rd order shows acceptable agreement with that obtained by MoM for most incident angles except for big incident angles > 70 ∘ . Indeed, the differences between the two curves in big incident angles are mainly due to two approximations used in our method. The first approximation is that the currents on each scatterer are computed by PO approximation. The multiple scattering and diffraction on the rough surface are ignored. Figure 7 gives the MSC of the rough surface alone by PO compared with that obtained by MoM, respectively. It is clear that there are big differences between PO and MoM when the incident angle > 60 ∘ because the multiple scattering is ignored by PO method. The MSC and BSC of the target alone by PO are compared with that by MoM in Figures 8 and  9 . From the BSC curves in Figure 9 with the incident angle = 90 ∘ , we can see that the results of the backscattering ( = 90 ∘ ) and forescattering ( = −90 ∘ ) by PO agree with that by MoM. the interaction between the target and the rough surface is closely related to the back-and forescattering of the target; thus acceptable results of the total MSC of the composite model can be gotten in Figure 6 . Moreover, the differences between the two curves in big incident angles are due to another approximation used in our method, which is that we considered the multiple interactions between the rough surface and the target only up to the 3rd. This can be illustrated in Figure 10 . In order to examine the validity of hybrid method when dealing with the problem of scattering from a coated target above a dielectric surface, as an example, we compute the bistatic scattering coefficient (BSC) of a dielectrically coated conducting cylinder above a Gaussian rough surface using the FDTD and hybrid method, respectively, in Figure 10 . Relevant parameters, such as the incident angle, the dielectric permittivity ( 2 ), and the thickness of the dielectrically layer ( ) coated on the target, are also given in the textbox of Figure 10 where the heavy black curve shows the result of FDTD. There are three curves of the results by hybrid method in the figure. The black filled circle represents the BSC calculated by hybrid method with the multiple interactions between both the scatterers which are accounted for up to the 2nd order; in other words, the total monostatic scattered field is expressed as E = E 1 +E 2 +2×E 12 .
It can be seen that this curve coincides with that of FDTD near the specular direction ( = 40 ∘ ) while it is not in satisfactory agreement with FDTD at most scattering angles especially near the monostatic scattering direction ( = −40 ∘ ). Hence, the total monostatic scattering field with the multiple scattering up to 3rd order, which can be written as E = E 1 + E 2 + 2 × E 12 + E 121 + E 212 , is demonstrated by red circle in Figure 10 . It is observed that the BSC results with the multiple scattering up to 3rd order by hybrid method (red circle) are in more agreement with that by FDTD except for big scattered angle and the differences for big angles are mainly due to the fact that the multiple interactions between the target and the rough surface are only accounted for up to the 3rd order in our method.
Furthermore, the BSC result of the total monostatic scattering field E = E 1 + E 2 + 2 × E 12 + 2 × E 121 is also shown in Figure 10 which is depicted by thin blue curve. This curve indicates the 3rd order scattering is expressed as 2 × E 121 (or 2×E 212 ) instead of E 121 + E 212 . We can easily find that it rarely coincides with FDTD, which proves the fact mentioned in Section 2.3 that Paths (e) and (f) shown in Figure 2 are not identical and it needs to calculate E 121 and E 212 , respectively. Table 1 provides a comparison of the computational time between hybrid method and MoM for Figure 6 , where the results for the larger scale rough surface case (with other parameters being the same) are also included. The simulations are performed on a PC platform with CPU of Intel I5 750, 4 GB memory, and Windows 7 64-bit operating system. From Table 1 , it is found that our method shows a large substantial reduction of computational time. Moreover, it can be found that, with increasing the length of the rough surface, the hybrid method has great advantage in CPU time over MoM, which can also be seen from the ratio of the computational time by hybrid method and MoM in Table 1 .
Given that the 1D rough surface and the target are divided into and segments, respectively, a comparison of the complexity of these two methods is also shown in Table 1 . The complexity of our method is mainly due to the solution of the 2nd and 3rd order backscattered field. In other words, the equations such as (10), (15) , and (17)- (20) are closely related to the complexity. It is obvious that all of these equations involve double integral; thus the complexity is ( × ). However, the complexity of MoM (using conjugate gradient method (CG)) is ( (2 + ) 2 ).
Numerical Results for a Plasma-Coated Airfoil above a Rough Surface
This section studies the monostatic scattering characteristics of conducting but plasma-coated target above a rough surface with a Gaussian spectrum. The following results are based on an assumption that the frequency-dependent dielectric permittivity of the plasma coating layer is expressed by the single-pole Drude model, whereas the dielectric property of the lossy rough surface is independent of the frequencies in which we are interested. The Drude model can be given as
where is plasma angular frequency, which is determined by electron density and other parameters related to electron; is the electron collision frequency; and = 2 is the angular frequency of the incidence wave. The relative dielectric permittivity of rough surface is assumed to be constant in all of the following simulations, which is 1 = 9.6 + 1.2. In the composite model, the airfoil is positioned at height = 3 m above a truncated rough surface with the length of = 375 m. The tapered parameter = /4. It is well known that the value of may become large when the incident angle increases [31] , which is the most demanding conditions and can be shown as
In other words, there may be different values of for different incident angles when solving the monostatic scattering from the composite model. In this paper the value of satisfies the requirement for = 80 ∘ . Given 0.3 GHz, 1.5 GHz, and 3 GHz, in Figure 6 , simulations were carried out to compare the far-field reduction for different values of plasma angular frequency which ranges from 0.5 GHz to 10 GHz while electron collision frequency = 10 GHz. The thickness of the plasma layer is = 0.3 m. Figure 11 (a) shows the results of the MSC containing the total monostatic scattered field denoted by E=E 1 +E 2 +2 × E 12 +E 121 +E 212 , whereas the results of the difference monostatic scattering coefficient (DMSC) containing the scattered field written as E 2 + 2 × E 12 + E 121 + E 212 are plotted in Figures 11(b)-11(d) . In Figure 11 (a), one can observe that the MSC curves for different are reduced at the most incident angels except for the small incident angles, compared with the result without plasma coatings. However, the DMSC curves for different are reduced at all of the scattering angles especially at the small incident angles ( < 13 ∘ ) shown in Figure 11(b) . The different performance of MSC and DMSC curves at the small incident angles results from the fact that the contribution of the direct scattered field E 1 of the underlying rough surface to the total scattered field is great at the small incident angles; thus the MSC (containing E 1 ) is not sensitive to the variation of the relevant parameters of the plasma coating on the target surface at the small incident angles. For this reason, in the following simulations, DMSC is used to show the influence of the plasma coating parameters on target stealth.
In Figure 11 (b), the DMSC curves for = 0.5 GHz and = 2 GHz are below the other two curves which means better stealth effects at the incident frequency = 500 MHz. To further consider the effects of plasma angular frequency at different incident frequencies, similar comparisons are shown in Figures 11(c) and 11(d) with = 1.5 GHz and 3 GHz, respectively. These simulations still choose plasma frequency from 0.5 GHz to 10 GHz. It can be observed that the curves for = 2 GHz are below the other curves which means better stealth effects. From the comparison of the curves for = 0.5 GHz, = 2 GHz, and = 10 GHz in Figure 11 , one can conclude that there is an optimum value of plasma frequency at given incidence and electron collision frequency and higher or lower plasma frequency than the optimum one (about 2 GHz in these examples) would lead to smaller MSC reduction.
In addition, a larger oscillation of the curves is observed at higher incident frequencies shown in Figures 11(c) and 11(d) . This is mainly due to the significant effects of the local scattering which make the monostatic scattering field sensitive to the variation of incident angles.
The simulations in Figure 12 are focused on the effects of electron collision frequency upon the DMSC reduction due to plasma coatings. Plasma angular frequency is set as = 2 GHz and electron collision frequency is chosen from = 5 GHz to = 50 GHz. Similarly, increasing value of collision frequency would decrease DMSC at the lower incident frequency = 500 MHz. However, the DMSC curve for = 50 GHz at the higher incident frequency = 3 GHz is above the DMSC curve of the composite model without plasma coating. This means there is still an optimum value of collision frequency (about 20 GHz in this example) at given incidence and plasma angular frequency.
To further explore the important scattering characteristics of this composite model, the dependence of DMSC on the thickness of the plasma coating is investigated in Figure 13 . Plasma angular frequency and the electron collision frequency are set as 2 GHz and 10 GHz, respectively. The incident frequency is = 500 MHz. It is clear that the amplitude of all these three DMSC curves decreases with the increase in and reaches the minimum values near = 0.2 m which means the best stealth effect. The changes of the DMSC curves are not sensitive to the thickness of the plasma coating when > 0.3 m which demonstrates that there is an optimum value of . More simulations, whose results are not given here, were carried out and the authors found a similar conclusion for different incident angles. 
Conclusion
The hybrid method can deal with the scattering from a plasma-coated target above a rough surface rapidly. In spite of the approximate nature of the high frequency approximation algorithm, this hybrid method can provide acceptable accuracy compared with classical numerical algorithm, such as MoM and FDTD. Simulations of the effects of a plasma layer on scattering pattern have been carried out by using this method, and several examples demonstrate the reduction of DMSC for coating by a plasma layer. Also, the influences of electron collision frequency, plasma angular frequency determined by electron density, and the thickness of the plasma layer on stealth performance have been considered. The optimum parameter of the plasma coatings of a given target at certain incidence wave frequency, which is of great essential in design and evaluation of protecting measures, could be found using a global searching method; however, choosing parameters of plasma coating which has good stealth performance for wide-band radar system and different environments is difficult. The method presented in this paper could be a starting point for such work. The future study could deal with the composite scattering from a 3D plasma-coated target above a 2D rough surface, which would be more interesting in practical applications.
